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XRecorder MOD APK is a high-quality screen and video recording application for Android devices. With just taps that couldn’t be easier, you’ve completed the smoothest, most vivid screen recording. And importantly, there is no limit on recording time like other common screen record applications. Introduce about XRecorder Screen Recorder & Video
Recorder When do you need to record the screen? There are many non-static things we want to record from our phone or tablet screen: chat between two people, manipulation using an application such as photo editing, gameplay of a game, Live programs… Now you will need a specialized application that will record all the happenings on your phone
screen, in a way that is simple, easy to use and without interruption. Demand always goes with supply. But not every application is really what you need or has the ability to optimize your requirements. You may have several options when searching for information about these functional apps. But I recommend using XRecorder. Why XRecorder? Here,
I go right into the strengths of XRecorder and its outstanding features. XRecorder is a “four nos and one yes” screen recording app No watermarkNo watermarkUnlimited recording timeNo Root NeededHD quality available With m,e satisfied at the same time these 5 bullet points, not every screen recording app can do it. Especially about the
watermark that makes us extremely inhibited. Specifically, with XRecorder, you can record your screen completely free in full HD quality (1080p, 12Mbps, 60FPS). If you don’t like it, you can still optionally choose the quality from 240p to 1080p, and also choose the FPS (15FPS to 60FPS). All recording in XRecorder has no time limit, you can shoot as
much as you want for as long as you want. Of course, the longer the recording, the more space it takes up, so make sure your phone has plenty of free space for this screen recording. Outstanding features of XRecorder Record screen with Facecam This front-facing Facecam feature helps you record video chats, in which each person’s expression is
clearly recorded with a small Facecam overlay window. A special point is that you can customize this window size arbitrarily, to hide things to hide (like do not want to show the face of people chatting with you) or show things to show. The ability to customize, in my opinion, is a very psychological point of XRecorder, proving that the creators of this
application have carefully studied the user’s mind. Record screen with sound This is the main feature of the app, but I put it last. The reason is because I specifically mentioned this ability of XRecorder at the beginning, above. When using XRecorder, just touch the activate button and you can record everything that is happening on the screen with
sound (or not) and the video parameters you have selected. The post-production is extremely comfortable After the screen recording is complete, you can continue to use the basic set of editing functions in XRecorder to quickly edit the video: trim, crop, change video playback speed, simple merge, add music , brush and text tools to directly add
necessary notes, sticker library… All in all, this application is simple but very useful for everyone. APKMODY’s recommendation for you: Mobizen Screen Recorder. Download XRecorder MOD APK for Android Finally, you save the file on your phone or in the cloud for online storage. Share on a variety of social networks such as YouTube, Instagram,
Twitter, IGTV, Facebook. XRecorder currently supports screen recording on many platforms such as Periscope, Bigo Live, musical.ly, TikTok, YouTube, Twitch… Actually, the list of supported apps doesn’t have all apps, but it already includes those popular platforms today. So, I think it is enough. NameScreen
RecorderGenreToolsVersion1.2.6.7DevelopersKimcy929IDcom.kimcy929.screenrecorderSize4.1MRequirement6.0 and upMOD FeaturesPro UnlockedDownload40.774.286+Download Download Screen Recorder MOD APK with Pro Unlocked. Unlocked Premium. Unlocked VIP. Unlocked Pro. Free. MOD Paid. To download Screen Recorder (Pro
Unlocked) APK and other applications at ApkSoul.net you should see the instructions below. You can download it by clicking the download button below the article. Then wait a few seconds for the system to automatically download the Screen Recorder MOD APK / DATA file To install software anywhere else, you have to enable installation from thirdparty sources. Enable the "Unknown Sources" setting: Go to Menu > Settings > Security > and check for unknown sources so that your phone can install applications from sources other than the Google Play Store. Once you have completed the above step, you can go to the "Download" folder in the file manager and click on the downloaded MOD APK
file. After the installation is complete, you can open the application and experience as usual. Note: Before installing the APK MOD, you need to uninstall the original version or another MOD version. About Screen RecorderA completely convenient screen recording application called Screen Recorder offers users many unique functions that you
certainly won’t be able to ignore. So along the way, you’ll be able to find what you need to create any video like streamers. At the same time, the differentiation functions that appear in the Settings section are also essential parts that you will need to adjust appropriately before creating an amazing product. SCREEN RECORDING APPLICATION WITH
MANY FUNCTIONS Once you start using Screen Recorder, you will surely grasp the functions of the application entirely simply. Specifically, the recording/stop functions are designed in a completely reasonable way and meet the user’s needs, so it can be said that you can find on the screen button easily to start/stop the process. From there, you will
have yourself a video completely quickly and then be able to adjust the video-related elements yourself in the settings. You will notice one thing while using the application that is granting all permissions to the application. It is essential to help the application optimize many different exciting functions such as video store or turn on the mic during
recording. From there, it can ultimately help you in many different cases with its diverse and valuable functions. In other words, it can be an exciting tool for those who work with video. USEFUL SCREEN RECORDING FUNCTION The only function that this application can do for you is to record your screen entirely after you have permitted it to
access related functions. You can see the video record button appear on your screen, and it is perfectly suitable for many people as they can trigger the recording or stop the video at any time they want. From there, they can get themselves a thoroughly quality video. Another interesting function that you can’t miss is that you can access the mic
you’re using. This use is beneficial for commentators or game streamers to help them quickly get the most realistic sound during their experience. In other words, you won’t need to use too much software to ensure the content of your video and try to edit some elements related to your video. Having mentioned the screen recording experience, we will
certainly not forget the exciting face cam function that Screen Recorder owns. The process allows you to record the front and back of the device, respectively, to the two cams of the device. From there, it makes it easy for you to deliver a completely authentic experience to your viewers. So, using the mic and using the face cam can be two functions
that you can consider in using one or both, depending on your target and device. CUT YOUR VIDEO Besides the utterly convenient function of Screen Recorder, users will be able to edit videos completely by themselves just with this application. In other words, once you’ve got yourself a carefully prepared video, you’ll proceed to cut out the
unnecessary parts like you started the video. It is usually the footage without too much exciting content; most of them will include the cropped product with some intro or other exciting elements to introduce the video more interesting. Besides creating content, the app also gives you a way to help you mark your rights inside your product. Specifically,
you will need to add a video featuring you, and when they look at it, they will know it is yours. It can help you get a finished piece of content before going to some other editing functionality. In other words, when you step out of the app, most of the essential elements are already in your video. SAVE VIDEOS EASILY Like many other video editing
applications, users will save their videos anywhere they want by choosing the storage location. From there, they can rest assured in finding the files they have recorded, and this saving is completely done in the settings in the Settings of the application. In Settings, there are many more factors that you will take the time to choose to optimize the
characteristics of the video before shooting to ensure your products are entirely suitable for you. Two factors that many people are often interested in are the resolution and frame rate of the video. The resolution you can choose from is completely convenient as the app offers you different types of resolutions depending on how big your device screen
is. From there, you’ll be able to find what you feel is right for you. At the same time, the frame rate is also an important thing that you also need to take care of to make sure it is suitable for different devices when it is launched. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) Q. How to download Screen Recorder on ApkSoul.net? To download Screen Recorder
Apk Mod, please click on the download button at the top of the article or at the end of this article. You will then find the Apk file on ApkSoul.net's “Download” page. Follow the necessary instructions and you will download Screen Recorder MOD APK (Pro Unlocked) for free. The installation steps after downloading most premium app are the same.
Open menu, settings, security and search for unknown sources so your phone can install apps from sources other than Google Play Store, ApkSoul.net. Go to the “Downloads” folder on your device and click on the downloaded file. Then install and launch it on your phone. Wait a moment for the device to install the premium app. Q. Is it safe to
download Screen Recorder APK Mod (Pro Unlocked) on ApkSoul.net? When the user downloads the Apk file from ApkSoul.net, we will check the relevant APK file on Google Play and let the user download it directly. The games and applications uploaded to our website are safe and harmless to users. Q. Why do you need permission to install Screen
Recorder Mod Hack (Pro Unlocked) ? The app needs access to the system on your device. When you install an application, you will be notified of all the permissions required to run the application. Overview Screen Recorder (com.kimcy929.screenrecorder) is a premium app on Android, download the latest version of Screen Recorder Hack Mod (Pro
Unlocked) 2022 for Android. This premium app can be played for free and does not require root. Screen Recorder MOD APK (Pro Unlocked) APK + OBB 2022 can be downloaded and installed on your android device with android version 4.1 or higher. Download this premium app using your favorite browser and click install to install the premium app.
Downloading (com.kimcy929.screenrecorder) APK + DATA of Screen Recorder (Pro Unlocked) from ApkSoul.net is easier and faster. Read more: Background Video Recorder - Quick Video Recorder... Reviews from users Gum pear: I love this app, and I like how it doesn't show the camera that's recording and it just records the screen really nicely this
is a really good app I use this all the timeS R: This app is incredible?? Most of Screen Recorders I have downloaded wasn't the thing that I really wanted and they had a lots of problems but this one is DIFFERENT But the only thing that I'm not pear with is How to Show Touches during recording It says turn on the Developer option but I can't find any
option with this name in my setting?Alok Tripathi: This app is among the underrated, it has almost everything if you know what you are looking at. But I have 1 feature request : Please add a option to share the screen/recording to pc/obs like live or as it's recorded. Then I will be more than happy to purchase the premiumIbuki Mioda: I was working
perfectly fine for a clue months, but the audio has recently stopped working. I've tried checking if it is on, and reinstalling the app. But it won't work. Please fix this!!Syntex_Infinity: Was the best screen recorder out there, so many options that you could just use without having to pay some stupid "premium" but lately every time I try to record it just
randomly stops recording after 5-15 seconds and doesn't save the recording either. I've tried everything from deleting/redownloading the app to simply changing the resolution it records at, and nothing has fixed the issue.JayXagonto: Simple and easy to use screen recorder, but something is missing, whenever I stop recording the recording tab in the
notification tab is closing. My phone Motorola G7 don't support background running apps. So whenever I stop recording I need to go back and start the screen recorder again and start the game or app that I want to record. It's kinda annoying to close and open again and again. I hope you guys add some features if the record has been stopped the
recording tab is still in notif tab.XnCrePal 91: I liked the app and i still do, it just ngeh does not record well like it stops from time to time like 1.37 GB in and it stops, internal sound does not record internal sound now, apparently it does cancel out outside noise but it does so in the actual recording too so i have to isolate myself in a soundproof wall-ed
room to record, i dont have one it works well but it just doesnt, hoping its a HUGE bug that i have so please fix thatWinter Breeze: I used this app to record my Pokémon Unite gameplay and it works fine w/ microphone (Note: I didn't turn on voice chat in-game). (Screen Recorder App Settings: Audio Source=Internal sound/Record audio=ON). Then I
wanted to record my video calls in Messenger & Google Meet with the same settings... but the results are videos with no audio at all. So I tried turning off "Record audio," since you said two apps can't use microphone at the same time... The result is there's still no sound...Aayusha Shrestha: Everything is good but I found one issue, my recording was
like more than 20 minutes first few minutes was fine but after 6, 7 minutes the recorded video plays on ×2.0 speed. All my 30 minutes wasted? how do I fix this? +It doesn't work!! I changed to advance engine2 and it still doesn't work. I literally have no complaints about this app, quality and functioning everything is good but just it doesn't work for
longer than 7 minutes recording videosgeevs k: This a really great app , I delete and re download it alot since I don't use the app as much but it's comes out with smooth recordings but there's one thing, the audio doesn't come as 'smooth' or 'clear' idk i looked at the settings, tried cleaning my mic but it still sounds muffled! But really other then that
its a great app and would recommend to anyone who needs smooth recording that this app provides. I like the app keep up the work :) Screen Recorder v1.2.6.7 (4.1M)
272021/7
 / · Download the setup file or installer from here. Install the software, launch the app, and on the main window click the “hamburger button” (options). Select the “Register” option and enter below license code. Enter the code and hit the “Register” button. Note: Above code is limited to 200 activations. 152022/7/ · Developer's Description. By
iTop. iTop Screen Recorder is an easy-to-use screen recording software with a light built-in video editor, which helps record every important and precious moment in ... Your Free Screen Recorder - iTop Screen Recorder. Record any area of computer screen with audio and facecam. Record 4K/1080p HD videos with no lagging and no time limit.
Record anything on screen: meetings, games, courses and more. Edit with the built-in advanced editing tools to make videos professional. 132022/7
 / · Here are the steps to download –. Step 1: Go to Start menu and open Microsoft Store. Step 2: Search for "screen recorder pro for win10". Step 3: Select the first app from the search result page. Step 4:
Click on Get button to download … 129 · 2022/4/. OBS Studio (Windows/Mac/Linux) 10. Debut (Windows/Mac) 1. EaseUS RecExperts. Compatibility: Windows 11/10/8.1/8/7 and macOS. EaseUS RecExperts is a rich-featured and full version screen recorder for Windows 11/10/8/7 and macOS computers. With a friendly user interface, it is easy for both
beginners and pros. 172022/3/ · Icecream Screen Recorder is an easy-to-use free screen recording software that enables you to record any area of your screen or save it as a screenshot. Record apps and games, video tutorials, webinars, live streams, Skype calls and much more. You can record screen along with audio and webcam. Screen recorder is
available on Windows, Mac and ... Free Screen Recorder allows you to capture full-screen, dual-monitors or user-defined windows. You can also record media from your webcam, add watermarks and insert text while recording your screen. The output comes in five high-quality video formats: MP4, AVI, FLV, WMV, and H264. Windows 10 users can
expect their output to be in 4k video ... 142022/7/ · By using this Screen Recorder with Facecam, your face and emotions can be recorded in a small overlay window. You can freely adjust the Facecam size and drag it to any position on the screen AZ Screen Recorder provides a … 152022/4
 / · Top 3. OBS (Windows & Mac & Linux) Our Rating: 4.6/5.
Open Broadcaster Software (OBS) is an open-source screen recording software that is free to use and can record screens without watermark and time limit. And it's compatible with multiple platforms including Windows 11/10/8.1/8/7, Mac, and Linux.
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